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Abstract. We argue that the fundamental oblique case of natural languages (the 
genitive/dative) corresponds to an elementary inclusion or part-whole predicate, whose 
internal argument (the whole, or possessor) is the DP which the case embeds, while its 
external argument is a DP (the part or possessum) coinciding either with the head of a 
genitive construction or with the theme of a ditransitive verb. In some languages, the all 
purposes oblique (as in Kurdish) or a specialized oblique, i.e. the ergative (as in 
Punjabi), lexicalizes the (transitive) subject of perfect sentences. We propose that (in 
these languages) perfect predicates correspond to a VP projection; external arguments 
are introduced by means of an oblique case, saying that the event is ‘included by’  
(cf. ‘located at’) the argument. A more complex organization is found with 
imperfective/progressive predicates, where a head Asp projects a functional layer and 
can introduce the external argument, determining nominative type agreement.   
Keywords: oblique case, dative, genitive, ergative, ergativity split. 
1. INTRODUCTION: OBLIQUE CASE 
We will begin by discussing the notion of case, in particular the indirect object case; 
our aim is to make the content of oblique case precise, trying to clarify its relation with the 
syntaxes based on the so-called split of ergativity. In this section, we briefly address the 
question of dative and genitive obliques in relation to Romanian, the only Romance 
language with overt case on DPs. In section 2, we address the issue of ergativity in 
connection with Punjabi and Kurdish, i.e. languages which present a perfectivity-based split 
between nominative and ergative alignments, allowing a comparison between nominative 
alignments in the imperfective and ergative alignment in the perfect. Based on our 
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conclusions in the preceding sections, in sections 3– 4 we will argue that ergative is a bona 
fide oblique, and we will further provide a characterization for it that allows us to 
understand the common syncretism with ‘possessor’ cases (dative, genitive). 
 
1.1. Genitive and dative 
 
Within the minimalist approach (Chomsky 1995, 2001, 2013), properties such as 
gender (nominal class), number and person, which are intrinsically associated with nominal 
constituents, are features. However relations, for instance theta-roles, are not features, but 
correspond to syntactic configurations. From this perspective, it is potentially problematic 
to find that case is treated as a feature, i.e. as nominal class or as number rather than as 
theta-roles. The fact that case is the only feature in Chomsky (1995) which is radically 
uninterpretable (i.e. which does not have an interpretable counterpart) is a reflex of the 
deeper difficulty in reconciling the traditionally relational core of this notion with its feature 
status. The solution at which Chomsky (2001) arrives is that the real underlying relation 
between case assigner and case assignee is an agreement relation, involving phi-features; 
case is but a reflex of this relation which appears on nominal constituents.  
Chomsky’s proposal only directly covers nominative and accusative (reflexes of phi-
feature checking on T and v respectively). If we ask ourselves how Chomsky’s approach 
could be applied to obliques, the Applicative literature comes naturally to mind (Pylkkänen 
2008; Cuervo 2003, on Romance). According to this literature a functional head Appl 
checks the descriptive dative. We could therefore say that dative is but the reflex of 
phi-feature agreement between Appl and a DP.  
Yet the morphosyntactic reality of Indo-European languages is that cases are 
uniquely represented in the morphology of nouns (and nominal constituents) and not on the 
verb or verbal constituents. Therefore, at least for obliques we follow a different tradition, 
equally represented in formal approaches (cf. originally Fillmore 1968) – namely that they 
are inflectional counterparts of Ps – in other words elementary predicates mediating the 
attachment of DPs to the eventive core of the sentence. For example, in a French expression 
like le livre de Jean ‘the book of Jean’ the preposition de can be taken to introduce the 
‘possession’ relation, between Jean (the possessor) and ‘the book’. Similarly, in the 
German expression Johann-s Buch ‘John’s book’, we take the -s case ending to realize the 
‘possession’ relation as a morphological inflection. This does not contradict Chomsky’s 
(2001) conclusion as to the incompatibility of feature status with relational content – rather 
it derives different consequences from it, namely that (oblique) case is not a feature. In fact, 
though we reject the agreement for obliques, reduction of case to agreement, the present 
approach can be seen as an implementation of deeper insight of Chomsky (2001) that case 
is not a primitive category. 
Our view of oblique is perhaps most intuitively apprehended starting from the 
syncretism between genitive and dative, widely attested in natural languages, including 
Romanian. Romanian displays a two case declension, contrasting nominative/ accusative 
and oblique; the latter covers sentential (dative) and nominal (genitive) embeddings. In (1a) 
we exemplify the dative plural with an embedding under ‘give’. In (1b) we show that the 
forms of the dative are identical to those of the genitive, illustrated by an embedding under 
N. Since the syncretism of genitive and dative is ‘absolute’ (in the sense of Calabrese 
2008), one ordinarily speaks of a single oblique case.  
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(1) a. (I)  l-am  dat băieŃ-i-l-or /     fet-e-l-or 
  him it.I.have given boy-mpl-def-obl/ girl-fpl-def-obl 
  ‘I gave it to the boys/ girls.’ 
 b. pahar-ul               băieŃ-i-l-or /     fet-e-l-or 
  glass-msg.def   boy-mpl-def-obl/ girl-fpl-def-obl 
  ‘the glass of the boys/ girls’   Romanian 
 
The oblique forms in (1) have three separate layers of inflection. The leftmost layer is 
the nominal class morphology -i for the masculine plural and -e for the feminine plural. The 
second layer is an -l definiteness specification; though Romanian is often described as a 
language with post-nominal articles, here we assume that the definiteness morphology is 
generated as an inflection within the noun (cf. Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Giusti 1998). 
Finally the -or ending lexicalizes oblique (dative/genitive) case. The direct case form – 
nominative/ accusative – in (2) doubles the gender and plural number morphemes -i/ -e on 
the right of the verb base (masculine) or on either side of the -l- definiteness morphology 
(feminine). In other words, it lacks any specialized formative for case, as in (2).     
 
(2) Au venit/    am           văzut    băieŃ-i-i/         fet-e-l-e 
 have come/ I.have      seen     boy-mpl-mpl/ girls-fpl-def-fpl 
 ‘There came/ I saw the boys/ girls’     Romanian 
 
In minimalist approaches, Romanian -or in (1) would be the lexicalization of an 
uninterpretable feature, which is either checked against a similar uninterpretable feature of 
the head of the construct (verb or noun), as in Chomsky (1995), or is checked as part of an 
Agree process (Chomsky 2001, 2008). The conditional is necessary here to the extent that 
Chomsky only explicitly discusses direct cases. In present terms, -or in (1) is the 
inflectional equivalent of the prepositions to or of, i.e. a predicate introducing a 
‘possession’ relation between the argument it selects and another argument.  
An idea put forth in very similar terms by various strands of literature is that 
possession is a surface manifestation of the more elementary part-whole relation. Thus 
Manzini and Savoia (2007) propose that the Romance clitic ne (syncretic in some varieties 
between genitive and dative) introduces reference to a set which is a ‘superset-of’ some 
other argument of the sentence (the internal argument, cf. Burzio 1986). Belvin and den 
Dikken (1997: 170) define the relation introduced by ‘have’ as ‘zonal inclusion’ in the 
following terms: “the ‘meaning’ of have … denotes a special kind of inclusion relation … 
dubbed ‘zonal inclusion’… Entities have various zones associated with them, such that an 
object or eventuality may be included in a zone associated with an entity without being 
physically contained in that entity… The type of zones which may be associated with an 
entity will vary with the entity”. Boneh and Sichel (2010) take the Part-Whole relation to be 
the conceptual core of partitives (three of them) and of inalienable possession (John’s 
nose). 
Let us consider for instance the dative. The line of analysis of ditransitive verbs 
initiated by Kayne (1984) is characterized by the assumption that verbs like ‘give’ take a 
predication as their complement; the content of this predication is a possession relation 
between the accusative direct object (the possessum) and the dative (the possessor)(cf. 
Pesetsky 1995, Beck and Johnson 2004, Harley 2002). We take ‘inclusion’ (part-whole) to 
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be the primitive content of the ‘to’ preposition; we take oblique case, for instance in 
Romanian (1a), to have the same content. We notate inclusion with (⊆), though as indicated 
by the discussion that precedes, the inclusion relation is to be construed not mathematically 
but as a looser zonal inclusion one. 
In (3) we provide a structure for Romanian (1a), where the (⊆) content is associated 
with the case ending -or. It has often been suggested that case ought to be recognized as a 
category unto itself, namely K; on the contrary Manzini and Savoia (2011b), who introduce 
the (⊆) notation suggest that Q, given its relational core is closest to case morphology. We 
simply label Romanian –or as (⊆) in (3). The (⊆) element takes as its complement its sister 
DP băieŃil-/fetel- ‘the boys/the girls’ and as its external argument the sister DP to its 
projection, i.e. paharul ‘the glass’, and says that ‘the glass’ is ‘zonally included’ by ‘the 
boys’ or ‘the girls’ (it is in their material possession, or in their vicinity, etc.).  
 
(3)  VP 
           3 
 V                        PredP 
da               3 
           DP                     (⊆)P   
            l  3 
                        DP                (⊆) 
băieŃil-/ fetel-  or               Romanian 
 
The same oblique case illustrated in a sentential embedding (‘dative’) in (3), is also 
found in nominal embeddings (‘genitive’), as in (1b).Applying the same analysis as in (3), 
we obtain structure (4) for Romanian (1b). The interpretation is also the same, namely that 
‘the glass’ is in the domain of inclusion of the possessor ‘the boys’. 
 
(4) [DPpahar-ul  [(⊆)PbăieŃil [(⊆) or]]]  Romanian 
 
Similarly in Kurmanji Kurdish the case inflections -i for masculine singular, -e for 
feminine singular and -a for plural, traditionally characterized as obliques can lexicalize 
goal (thematic) datives, as in (5a), and possessor genitives in the DP, as in (5b).2 
 
(5) a. aȚ  je:  partuk-e  də-da-ta  ʒəŋk-e 
he.Nom  Lkr.m book-Obl Progr-give-3sg woman-Obl 
‘He is giving the book to the woman’ 
 b. dest-e   ketȓk-e 
  hand-Lkr.m girl-Obl.f 
  ‘the hand of the girl’    Kurmanji Kurdish 
 
The present approach, that unifies ‘genitive’ and ‘dative’ is not invalidated by 
                                                
2 Bahdini Kurmanji has a system of ‘tense ezafes’ (Haig 2011) in the non-perfect tenses, 
glossed ‘Linker’ (Lkr), which agree with the nominative subject (cf. Franco et al. 2015). An ezafe, i.e. 
a linker, is also present in (5b), agreeing with the head noun. 
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languages with specialized genitive and dative. In English itself of specializes for nominal 
embedding and to for sentential embedding. Simply the oblique content (⊆) is lexicalized 
as of or as to depending on whether it is dominated by NP or VP. An example of distinct 
genitive and dative cases is provided by Punjabi, where we identify the -nu suffix with the 
dative in that it lexicalizes the second internal argument of ditransitives, i.e. the goal 
argument, as in (6a).  The genitive in turn is realized as d- (on lexical nouns), as in (6b).3 
 
(6) a. mǫ:   ti-nnu   kita:b  din-d-i (a) 
  I.Abs(f)  you-Obl book.Abs.fsg give.Progr.fsg be.Pres 
  ‘I giveyou the book’ 
 b. muȃǦ-e-d-i/-ĩã   kita:b/   kitabb-a  
 boy-Obl.msg-Gen-fsg/-fpl  book.Abs.fsg/ book-Abs.fpl 
 ‘the book/the books of the boy’   Punjabi 
 
In (6a), the -nu dative case introduces a possessor/inclusion relation (⊆), taking as its 
internal argument the DP to which it attaches, ‘you’, and as its external argument the local 
DP ‘book’. The genitive, as in (7b), which is canonically taken to correspond to possession, 
is also a candidate for (⊆) content in present terms. We propose that the two different 
lexicalizations -nu and -de for the same (⊆) category correspond to a contextual sensitivity 
of (⊆) in Punjabi. Thus (⊆) is lexicalized as -nu when attached to sentential projections 
(‘dative’), as in (7a), while it is lexicalized as -de when it is attached to nominal categories 
(‘genitive’), as in (7b). 
 
(7) a. [VP [PredP ti[(⊆)nnu] kita:b] dindi] 
b. [DP[(⊆)PmuȃǦe [(⊆) di]] kita:b]  Punjabi 
 
Before concluding this paragraph, let us briefly consider the status of direct case in 
Romanian, coinciding with the simple morphology of gender and number (nominal class 
properties, N), as illustrated in (2). Manzini and Savoia (2007) adopt the analysis in 
Higginbotham (1985) in proposing that nominal bases are predicates, whose obligatory 
argument is ultimately saturated by Definiteness and other quantifiers. The nominal 
(gender/number) morphology overtly visible in Romance languages provides a descriptive 
content for the argument. Thus, in (8) the lexical base ‘fet’ denotes the property ‘girl’, and 
the nominal class (feminine)/ plural morphology -e and definiteness morphology -l- provide 
a descriptive content and quantificational closure for the argument of the predicative base. 
 
(8)             N 
      3 
  N     N 
                 3     e 
          N              D 
   3          l 
   √   N  
   fet   e    Romanian 
 
                                                
3 The genitive also bears an inflection agreeing with the head noun.  
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We could of course assume that the nominal class and number properties of the noun 
conceal abstract case properties. It seems to us that a much more direct way to proceed is 
admitting that the number and nominal class properties are able to satisfy both the EPP 
context (nominative) and the internal argument (accusative) without need to resort to case 
specifications at all. 
 
1.2. The question of ergative case 
 
Let us summarize so far. We take the fairly traditional view that oblique cases such 
as genitive or dative have the same content as elementary Ps – thus the Romanian oblique 
and the English Ps to or of provide alternative lexicalizations of the same fundamental 
content, namely (⊆). The presence of an essentially unified content can lead to languages 
having a single oblique for both contexts, as in the more elementary case systems of 
Romanian or Kurdish; or the DP-internal and VP-internal occurrences of (⊆) may have 
different lexicalizations as genitive and dative respectively. 
What initially led us to investigate ergative languages, or languages which allow 
ergative alignments, was the observation that in two-case systems such as Kurmanji 
Kurdish, the oblique turns up as the case of the (transitive) subject in the perfect (9a). In the 
progressive (9b) the external argument is in the nominative and agrees with the verb, while 
the internal argument bears the oblique case. In the perfect (9a) agreement is with the 
internal argument in the nominative form.  
 
(9) a. ʒəŋk-e  zNruk  nəχoft-ən 
  woman-Obl children.Nom cover.Perf-3pl 
  ‘The woman covered the child/ the children’  
 b. ʒənək  jǡ:  kamis-i  də-ȓȚ-t 
woman.Abs Lkr.f shirt-Obl Progr-wash-3sg 
‘The woman is washing the shirt’               Kurmanji Kurdish 
 
In Punjabi the perfect of a transitive sentence has the internal argument in the 
so-called absolutive case, while the external argument bears the ergative case, and the 
perfect participle agrees with the internal argument, as in (10a). In the progressive, both the 
external and the internal argument may occur in the absolutive form and the verb agrees 
with the external argument, as in (10b).   
 
(10) a. o-ne  (oval-e)  muȃǦ-e  dekkh-e  
s/he-Erg  (that-mpl.Abs)  boy-mpl.Abs see.Perf-mpl 
‘S/he saw those boys’ 
 b. muȃǦ-e  dərvaddʒ-a  khol-d-e 
  boy-Abs.mpl door-Abs.msg  open-Progr-mpl 
  ‘the boy/the boys is/are opening the/a door’   Punjabi 
In reality, in Punjabi the so-called absolutive case coincides with the nominal base 
inflected for nominal class (gender) and for number. Similarly in Kurmanji, the nominative 
form coincides with the lexical base. We extend to these languages the conclusions 
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sketched for Romanian (8), namely that the number and nominal class properties of the 
so-called absolutive/nominative DPs in (9)/(10) are sufficient to lexicalize the direct 
arguments of the verb (the internal argument, i.e. sister of V, and the external argument, i.e. 
Spec, vP). For descriptive purposes we will keep referring to the nominative in Kurdish, 
while following Bayley (1904), we will speak of the absolute form of the noun rather than 
of absolutive case in Punjabi4. 
The research question we want to ask is what relation there is, if any, between the 
subject oblique in (9a) and the complement obliques that we have studied in section 1.1. 
We are prompted to ask this question by the existence of an important stream of (formal 
and historico-typological) literature which connects ‘ergative’ structure with ‘possession’ 
structures. Montaut (2004: 39) quotes Benveniste’s (1966: 176−186) conclusion that “the 
Old Persian structure … is intrinsically possessive in its meaning, and is analogical with the 
periphrastic perfects in Latin (mihi id factum, me-DAT this done)”. In other words, the 
external argument is treated as the possessor of a state – the relation of the external 
argument to the predicate is formally identical to that found with nominal predicates. In the 
words of Johns (1992: 68), “similarities in case and agreement between transitive clauses 
and possessive phrases is a long-standing issue in Eskimo linguistics… The first of these 
similarities is that the case assigned to the specifier (possessor) of a possessed noun is the 
relative case, the same case that is assigned to the actor in the transitive construction”. 
Before we can come back to our proposal on the matter we need however to 
investigate in some detail the aspectual split – on which the presence of oblique/ergative 
subjects depends.  
 
2. THE ASPECTUAL SPLIT 
 
Recent generative work has explored the idea that ergative alignments correspond to 
a somewhat more elementary organization of the predicate, or of the sentence than 
nominative alignments. For Baker and Atlamaz (2013), the perfect is passive-like and 
differs from the imperfective in that it involves a non-phasal v. Laka (2006) proposes that 
nominative alignment implies a biclausal structure in Basque. Coon (2013) has a similar 
analysis of Chol (Mayan). In Coon’s analysis, both perfectives and imperfectives have the 
same underlying predicate structure. Imperfectives however are embedded under an 
aspectual auxiliary, determining the switch in alignment. Based on Georgian, Nash (2014) 
adopts a two-layered structuring of both perfective and imperfective predicates, namely v-
V. Aorist aspect is characterized just by the v-V structure and all arguments are introduced 
within this structure. By contrast, imperfective aspect is introduced by a specialized 
aspectual node Event, which is also responsible for licensing the external argument of 
transitives; in this respect Nash thinks of the Event node as akin to Voice in the sense of 
Harley (2013). Nash concludes that: “the deficient perfectivity of sentences in Georgian 
aorist… is rather a result of the absence of any Aspect category in the clausal functional 
structure”. In the perfect “the event is just named without referring to the specifics of its 
internal temporal organisation as if it were “nominalised” in some sorts”. In what follows, 
we will provide a different implementation of the same basic idea – which in our view has 
certain empirical and theoretical advantages.  
                                                
4 A rejection of abstract case has precedents in generative grammar, specifically in Marantz 
(1991) who proposes a morphological algorithm for case. 
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2.1. The perfect 
In Punjabi (Bhatia 2000), the perfect verb is a participial form, bearing number and 
nominal class (i.e. gender) inflections; this participial form may be embedded under a ‘be’ 
auxiliary, which is however optional. In the transitive sentences in (10a) above or in (11), 
the internal argument is in the absolute form, the external argument bears the ergative case, 
and the perfect agrees with the internal argument.    
  
(11)   o-ne   roȘȘ-i   khadd-i  si 
s/he-Erg  bread-Abs.fsg  eat.Perf-fsg be.Past 
‘S/he ate the/some bread’                   Punjabi 
  
In (11), the noun roȘȘ-i ‘(the) bread’ consists of the predicative base roȘȘ- ‘bread’ and 
of the nominal class inflection -i for the feminine, as in (12b).As discussed for Romanian 
(8), we assume that the lexical base ‘bread’ has predicative content, and the nominal class 
(feminine) morphology -i provides a descriptive content for the argument of the predicative 
base (ultimately bound by an abstract D); we postulate no abstract case (section 1.2). The 
perfect participle khadd-i ‘eaten’ consists of the V root, khadd- and the -i inflection, which, 
we assume, provides a morphological level saturation for the internal argument of the verb, 
as in (12a).  
 
(12) a.        V    b.        N 
  3   3 
  V    N    N      N  
khadd         i             roȘȘ      i  Punjabi 
 
In standard minimalist terms, Agree is responsible for matching the features of roȘȘi 
with the -i inflection of the verb in (11). The procedure is computational and is driven by 
the presence of uninterpretable phi-features on the verb, acting as probes for the 
interpretable phi-features of N/DP. We consider that uninterpretable features are a 
potentially unrestricted device. Their very lack of interpretation allows any uninterpretable 
feature to be associated with any category – nor do we accept Chomsky’s (1995) 
conclusion that they are empirically forced (see Manzini and Savoia 2007 on subject-verb 
agreement). Correspondingly, we call into question the role of uninterpretability in 
agreement, as a technical tool conceived to force derivation (Chomsky 1995), and therefore 
as an acquisition device (Biberauer 2014). 
In present terms, the -i inflection has pronominal-like content, capable of 
contributing towards the satisfaction of the open argument slots of predicative bases, as in 
(13). Agreement is a byproduct of the fact that the elementary semantic content of both -i 
elements in (11) is bound by the same referential material, to be identified with the 
(abstract) D definite determiner of roȘȘi. The latter ultimately satisfies the internal theta-role 
both of the noun and of the verb. Note that (13) includes the TP layer as well, realized by the 
‘be’ auxiliary, though as far as we can tell, the auxiliary does not determine either case or 
agreement. For the time being, the ergative external argument is missing from the structure. 
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(13)              TP 
        3 
        …         T 
 VP          si 
            3   
             DP         V 
   3  3 
Dx       N  V      N   
 3 khadd           ix 
  N     N  
  roȘȘ    ix    Punjabi 
 
The analysis of transitive sentences in (13) makes predictions on intransitive 
sentences. With verbs which on cross-linguistic grounds are unaccusative, i.e. take only an 
internal argument, this argument appears in the absolute form and agrees with the verb, as 
shown in (14a) – as expected on the basis of what happens to the internal argument in (13). 
By contrast, the sole argument of unergatives is introduced by ergative case, i.e. it behaves 
like the external argument of transitives, as in (14b). In the absence of an absolute 
argument, the perfect turns up in an invariable, non-agreeing form, confirming that the 
perfect inflection lexicalizes the internal argument. 
 
(14) a. su-i  degge-i 
  needle-Abs.fsg fall.Perf-fsg 
  ‘A/the needle/the needles has/have fallen’ 
 b. kuȎ-i-ne /     muȃǦ-e-ne     hass-ea  si 
girl-fsg-Erg/boy-Obl.msg-Erg   laugh.Perf-msg be.Past 
‘the girl/the boy laughed’     Punjabi 
 
2.2. The progressive 
 
The progressive participle agrees in person and number with the external argument of 
transitives, in the absolute form, as illustrated in (10b) above and here in (15).  
 
(15) o muȃǦ-a       dekh-d-a/-i  (a) 
 s/he.Abs boy-Abs.msg see-Progr-msg/-fsg be.Pres 
 ‘S/he is seeing a boy’      Punjabi 
 
With unergatives and unaccusatives, the sole argument surfaces in the absolute form 
and agrees with the verb, as in (16). Therefore (15)−(16) taken together display the 
nominative alignment also seen in English or Romance. 
 
(16) a. kuȎ-i  ron-d-i  (a)  
girl-Abs.fsg cry-Progr-fsg be:Pres 
‘A/the girl is crying’   
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b. muȃǦ-e  deg-d-e 
  boy.Abs.mpl fall-Progr-mpl 
  ‘(The) boys are falling’   Punjabi 
 
As stated at the beginning of this section, ergative alignments are often taken to 
correspond to a more elementary organization of the sentence than nominative alignments, 
in generative work. The main point that we want to make in this section is that in Punjabi 
the added complexity of progressives consists in an Asp layer of structure which is not 
projected in perfects, cf. the discussion in section 2.1. Consider first the internal structure of 
the Punjabi progressive participle, as detailed in (17) for dekh-d-a ‘seeing-msg’. The lexical 
base combines with the aspectual (Asp) specification -d- for the progressive, and with the 
phi-features inflection -a. Following the discussion of the perfect, the inflection contributes 
to the saturation of an argument of the verb, but in this instance the external argument is 
involved (rather than the internal argument, as in the perfect). 
 
(17)  V  
       3 
     V          N 
           3        a 
         V  Asp 
dekh d   Punjabi 
 
The mapping from the morphological structure in (8) onto syntactic constituent 
structure can be implemented in several ways. Chomsky (1995) has syntactic head-
movement, Brody (2003) argues for Mirror Theory; Chomsky (2001) assumes that there is 
a single V position of merger, and different positions where the verb can be pronounced 
(‘PF-movement’). In any case, the presence of Asp (i.e. progressive) morphology requires 
the projection of a two-tiered syntactic structure [Asp [V]]. Thus following for instance 
Chomsky (1995), we obtain the tree in (18) for sentence (15). 
 
(18)           TP 
    3 
      AspP        T 
   3       a 
    DP    Asp’ 
   o          3 
       VP             Asp 
  3      3 
  DP  V    V  N 
muȃǦa dekhda         3  a 
          V          Asp 
    dekh           d    Punjabi 
 
In (18), the VP structure is similar to that postulated for perfects, with muȃǦa ‘a boy’ 
satisfying the internal argument slot of the predicate. However the extra Asp structure 
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allows a further level of structure to be projected, namely AspP, and a further argument to 
be introduced as Spec of AspP, namely o ‘he’ in (18). This is interpreted as the external 
argument, i.e. as the argument (causer or other) applied to the elementary VP event, defined 
by the predicate and its internal argument. The phi-features inflection -a in turn composes 
not with the verb base V, but with the V-Asp complex – which means that it picks up the 
argument introduced by Asp, here the external argument (or the sole argument of 
intransitives in (16)). In the configuration so created, the o pronoun and the -a inflection 
therefore agree, which in present terms means that they concur to the lexicalization of the 
same argument slot of the predicate  
 
2.3. The aspectual split 
 
According to section 2.1, the perfect participle in languages like Punjabi is a VP 
predicate, essentially displaying the same internal complexity as an NP or AP predicate. By 
contrast, the progressive participle has a more complex internal configuration including an 
Asp head. In the progressive, therefore, transitivity is built into the structure by Asp – 
which means that both subject and object can be introduced as bare DPs, as we just saw in 
(18). Standard minimalism assumes a two-layered verbal structure where the internal 
argument is introduced by the V predicate, while the external argument is introduced by the 
transitivizing predicate v. For Punjabi we propose a categorial organization reflecting the 
overt morphological structuring of the language, so that the external argument is introduced 
by progressive Aspect, not by some more abstract v or Voice category. The absence of the 
Asp layer of structure that characterizes perfects according to present assumptions means 
that a causer/agent is not licensed by a functional projection of V and can only be 
introduced via an oblique case, namely the ergative to which we return in section 3. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we share the idea that ergative 
alignments corresponds to a more elementary organization of the predicate than nominative 
alignments with several recent generative works (Laka 2006, Coon 2013, Baker and 
Atlamaz 2013, Nash 2014). At the same time here the contrast between the various 
alignments is ascribed directly to the overt morphological constituency of the participles 
involved as they project to the syntax (VP vs. AspP). In present terms, progressive aspect 
introduces an eventive organization of the sentence, corresponding to the projection of a 
further Asp level of structure. On the contrary, the perfect denotes a property. Thus perfects 
introduce the internal argument of the predication; any additional argument, and 
specifically the external argument, can only be introduced as an oblique. In this respect we 
share the same outlook as Alexiadou (2001: 172-173) namely that “nominalizations and 
ergative patterns … are reflections of the same structure: one that involves a single theme 
argument that appears as sister of the lexical root, and an adjunct type of phrase that 
introduces the agent”. Section 3 will be devoted to making the oblique characterization of 
the external argument more precise. 
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3. THE ERGATIVE 
Ergative is a morphologically oblique case – of which it displays the typical 
morphological makeup. In Punjabi oblique case suffixes, or postpositions, attach to a stem 
inflected for phi-features, but also (in the masculine) for the absolute vs. oblique 
distinction. Thus the absolute form of the masculine singular ‘boy’ is muȃǦ-a, as in (15); 
however oblique cases such as dative –nu, genitive –de attach to the oblique stem muȃǦ-e, 
cf. for instance the genitive muȃǦ-e-di in (6b) (cf. also fn. 3). The -ne ergative suffix 
attaches not to the absolute stem, but to the oblique-inflected stem, cf. muȃǦ-e-ne in (14b). 
A considerable amount of external evidence is available on the Indo-European 
ergative. The historical literature often connects the -ne ergative suffix to the Sanskrit 
instrumental. Nevertheless Butt and Ahmed (2011), Verbeke and de Cuypere (2009) argue 
that a much better origin is to be sought in the -ne dative, still preserved in some Indo-
Aryan languages. Thus in Haryani (Butt and Ahmed 2011), -ne externalizes both the 
ergative and the goal dative (cf. Punjabi -nu).More to the point, we can argue against 
ergative as an instrumental/agent case on internal grounds as well. Consider Punjabi 
necessity constructions, based on a non-finite form of the verb traditionally called the 
infinitive (optionally followed by the auxiliary ‘be’). The case and agreement alignment of 
transitives and unergatives is the same as in the perfect. Thus, the internal argument is in 
the absolute form and the infinitive agrees with it in number and nominal class; the external 
argument is in the ergative, as in (19a). However, the sole argument of unaccusatives (an 
internal argument) is also in the ergative, as in (19b); the verb agreement is in the invariable 
masculine singular – as always when only oblique arguments are present.  
 
(19) a. muȃǦ-e-ne  roȘȘ-i  kha-n-i        a/ si 
  boy-Obl.msg-Erg bread-Abs.fsg eat-Inf-fsg  be.Pres/be.Past 
  ‘The boy is/was to eat the bread’ 
 b. kuȎ-i-ne       N-n-a/  dʒa-n-a   
girl-fsg-Erg come-Inf-msg/ go-Inf-msg 
‘The girl was to come/go’    Punjabi 
 
The evidence in (19) is sufficient in itself to exclude that -ne is connected to the 
expression of external arguments, since it covers the internal argument in (19b) as well. 
Furthermore, the idea that ergative may be an instrumental/agent case strictly connects to 
the traditional idea that the perfect is passive-like (cf. Baker and Atlamaz 2013 for a recent 
endorsement). Yet, apart from other consideration, in Punjabi, perfect and passive have 
different lexicalizations, since the verb in the passive in (20) is in the root form, not in the 
perfect. Furthermore, the agent is introduced by the post-position -to, excluding a link 
between ergative -ne and by-phrases.   
(20) aval-i  kita:b  sar-e     muȃǦ-ea-to hameȓapaȎ 
that-fsg.Abs book.fsg.Abs all-mpl boy-mpl.Obl-by   always 
hun-d-i  a 
read-Inf-sgf be.Pres 
‘That book is always being read by all the boys’  Punjabi 
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If the ergative case is connected to the dative (Butt and Ahmed 2011 and related 
literature), in present terms this is tantamount to connecting it to possession/inclusion. This 
leads us back to the stream of literature, both historical (Benveniste’s1966) and generative 
(Johns 1992, Alexiadou 2001), that connects ‘ergative’ structure with nominal possession 
structures – as briefly discussed in section 1.2.  Suppose that this literature is substantially 
correct. We have already seen that the inclusion category (⊆) is externalized as -de (the 
conventional genitive) when embedded in DPs, as in (7b), and as -nu (the conventional 
dative) when embedded under VP, as in (7a). 
We now are lead to conclude that the same (⊆) content characterizes -ne, i.e. the 
descriptive ergative, in perfects. Combining this characterization for ergative case with the 
structure of the perfect VP in (13), we obtain (21) as the structure for example (11). We 
again treat (⊆) as a predicate, with two argument places. Its internal argument, namely 
‘s/he’, to which (⊆) morphologically attaches, is interpreted as including (or locating etc.) 
not another DP, as in the genitive and dative contexts in (7), but rather a state/event, 
represented by the VP (‘eaten the bread’), which is the second argument of (⊆).  
 
(21)      VP 
            3 
          DP            VP 
 3       3  
 D (⊆)                   DP           V  
 o ne  roȘȘi           khaddi   Punjabi 
      
 
In other words, identifying the ergative with the fundamental oblique relation (⊆) 
implies assuming that this relation may hold not only between two DPs but also between a 
DP and a predicate.  The idea that an oblique head may relate two DPs, but also a DP and 
an event/state has precedents in the generative literature, specifically in the characterization 
of low and high Appls by Pylkkänen (2008). Low Appls, corresponding roughly to goal 
datives, introduce a relation between the goal DP and the theme DP; high Appls, 
corresponding for instance to experiencer datives, introduce a relation between the 
experiencer DP and the predicate. We apply the same idea to Differential Object Marking 
(DOM, Plank 1984, Aissen 2003), as illustrated below by Punjabi, where the DOM 
alignment is necessary if the internal argument of transitives is animate and definite (or at 
least one of the two), including of course pronouns. 
In Punjabi, DOM is lexicalized by the same -nu inflection as the goal dative, as 
illustrated in (22a) for the progressive and in (22b) for the perfect. In the progressive (22a), 
the verb agrees with the external argument in the absolute form, as already illustrated in 
(18). In the perfect (22b), the DOM case on the internal argument determines lack of 
agreement between it and the participle (a point we shall come back to). Since the participle 
does not agree with the ergative external argument either, it surfaces in an invariable 
masculine singular form, as in (22).   
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(22) a. mǫ:  muȃǦ-e-nu/ti-nnu  dekh-d-i  a 
  I.Abs(f)  boy-Obl.msg-Obl/you-Obl see-Progr-fsg be.Pres 
  ‘I am seeing the boy/you’ 
 b. o-ne    mi-nnu/ti-nnu  dekkh-ea 
  s/he-Erg  me-Obl/you-Obl  see.Perf-msg 
  ‘S/he saw me/you’     Punjabi 
 
Though the DOM case is traditionally glossed as an accusative, its coincidence with 
the dative is not a matter of mere homophony. A syntactic argument in favour of its oblique 
status is provided precisely by the fact that it is incompatible with agreement in the perfect, 
as in (22b). Furthermore, the expression of DOM systematically coincides with that of the 
dative across the Indo-European languages, including Romance languages, Hindi, and 
many Iranian varieties. Manzini and Savoia (2014b), Manzini and Franco (to appear) 
therefore take the lexical coincidence with dative at face value and propose that DOM 
introduces a (⊆) relation between the animate/specific internal argument to which it 
attaches and the V elementary event. Consider structure (23) for sentence (22a). The deictic 
DP ti-‘you’ is attached to the core of the sentence by the (⊆) case, lexicalized by -nu – as if 
one were to say ‘I give/have (a) sight to/of you’ where the internal argument ‘you’ is in an 
abstract possessor/inclusion to the elementary state/event ‘see/sight’.5 
 
(23)    AspP 
          3 
   DP          Asp’ 
   mǫ:     3 
  VP        Asp 
           3      dekhdi 
         DP   V 
3 dekhda 
   D    (⊆) 
ti-   nnu    Punjabi 
Summarizing our core proposal, under the account of Punjabi resulting from the 
progressive structure in (18) and the perfect structure in (21), the same predicate-argument 
complex can be introduced by a two-layered predicate or by a one-layered predicate plus an 
oblique ‘case’ on one of the arguments (in reality an elementary part-whole predicate). 
Therefore even within the same language, the same argument-predicate complex can be 
conveyed by different syntactic configuration, supporting the idea that there isn’t a 
universal categorial template (e.g. v-V) whose pronunciation is the only possible dimension 
of variation.  
                                                
5 Other aspects of the syntax of Punjabi cannot be dealt with here, in particular the person split. 
In the perfect, 1st /2nd person (1/2P) external argument are found in the absolute form, rather than in 
the ergative case obligatory with 3rd person referents. On the face of it, the attachment of 1/2P in the 
structure takes place by simple argument application (via a lambda-operator). In other words, 
Participants denotation, anchored to the universe of discourse, seems to dispense with specialized 
means of attachment to the structure of the event.  
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4. ‘ERGATIVITY’ IN KURDISH 
We can now go back to Kurmanji Kurdish briefly introduced in section 1.2 as 
characterized by a contrast between a nominative alignment in the present and an ergative 
one in the perfect. As we saw Kurmanji has a two-case declension opposing a 
nominative/absolute form to an oblique one. The latter lexicalizes the goal argument of 
ditransitives (‘dative’) in (5a), the possessor of nouns (‘genitive’) in (5b) and the external 
argument of transitives/sole argument of intransitives in the ergative alignment. Therefore it 
provides prima facie support for our central analysis, that ergative is essentially a (contextual) 
differentiation of the basic ‘possessor’ (inclusion/location) oblique of natural languages. 
In the nominative alignment, seen in the present, the nominative/absolute form of the 
noun lexicalizes the external argument of transitive verbs, as in (24a), and the sole 
argument of intransitives, as in (24b).The verb agrees with this absolute argument in person 
and number. The internal argument of transitives in (24a) is in the oblique. 
 
(24) a. ǫz kurk-(æk-)i  j@: də-bin-Ǻm 
  I.Nom boy-(indef)-Obl  Lkr.f Progr-see-1sg 
  ‘I(f) am seeing the/a boy’ 
b. ʒənək  jǡ:  də-nəv-it 
woman.Nom Lkr.f Progr-sleep-3sg 
‘The woman is sleeping’    Kurmanji Kurdish 
 
In the ergative alignment, seen in the past, the absolute form characterizes the 
internal argument of transitives as in (25a), and the sole argument of intransitives (both 
unaccusative and unergative), as in (25b), with which the verb agrees in person and 
number. The external argument of transitives in (25a) is lexicalized by the oblique.  
 
(25) a. ʒəŋk-e  ǫz  nəχoft-əm 
  woman-Obl I.Nom  cover.Perf-1sg 
 ‘The woman covered me’  
b. tu  nəvəst-i   
  you.Nom sleep.perf-2sg    
  ‘You have slept/he has slept’   Kurmanji Kurdish 
 
We tentatively assume that the ergativity split of Kurmanji has the same basic shape 
as that of Punjabi.6 We maintain that the organization of the predicate is simpler in the 
                                                
6 The forms of the verb in (24) and (25) are traditionally described as present and past. However the 
T category is too high in the sentence to be able to determine different internal shapes of the predicate. 
Therefore here we assume that the split is aspectual, opposing imperfective and perfective. It should be 
noted that there is an empirical difficulty with the identification of the past with a perfective, namely that it 
can combine with the dı-prefix with progressive interpretation. Nevertheless, Thackston (2006) shows that 
dı- is in complementary distribution with the subjunctive prefix bı-  and with the negative prefix in the 
present, leading him to label dı- as a ‘modal prefix’. In structural terms, the interaction with negation and 
subjunctive morphology, which is external to the predicate (VP/AspP), supports the conclusion that the dı- 
(də-) morphology is introduced when the basic shape of the predicate, either VP or AspP, is defined. 
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perfect, which in present terms corresponds to a VP. In the absence of an Asp layer, the 
external argument is introduced by the oblique case/elementary predicate (⊆), denoting a 
relation between the argument itself and the V(P) event, as in (26).The agreement on the 
verb targets the internal argument, which correspondingly surfaces in the absolute form. 
 
(26)                       VP     
        3   
      (⊆)P          VP 
  3          3 
N (⊆)         DP             V  
  ʒəŋk     e      ǫz            nəχoft-əm  Kurmanji Kurdish 
 
In comparison with Punjabi, and differently from it, Kurmanji presents a classical 
ergative alignment, which opposes the external argument of transitives to other arguments 
(the internal argument of transitives and the sole argument of all intransitives); the 
alignment of Punjabi is what is more properly characterized as active/inactive. In practice, 
ergative and active alignment differ with respect to how they treat the sole argument of 
unergatives. We model Kurmanji unergatives by assuming that the verb inflection 
lexicalizes the first argument (internal or external) to be syntactically merged. The structure 
of the unergative sentence in (27), cf. example (25b), is similar to that of an unaccusative, 
since the sole argument of intransitives is the first syntactically merged argument.  
 
(27)               VP   
        3 
  DP        V 
tu  nəvəst-i    Kurmanji Kurdish 
  
Let us turn to imperfective sentences. If we apply to them the same analysis as for the 
Punjabi progressive, we obtain structures like (28) for the transitive example (24a). 
Assuming that the verb inflection composes with Asp, we expect that it will agree with the 
outer argument of the predicate, i.e. the external argument in a transitive or unergative 
structure or the internal argument if the verb is unaccusative. In this respect, therefore, 
Kurmanji poses no difficulty, replicating the pattern already studied for Punjabi. 
 
(28)                                AspP 
         3 
   DP   AspP 
   ǫz          3 
        VP   Asp 
    3 də-bin-Ǻm 
             DP      V   
      kurki də-bin-Ǻm  Kurmanji Kurdish 
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A notable property of Kurmanji is that oblique case marking of the internal argument 
in structures like (28) is the only admissible option. Extending previous proposals on 
Punjabi DOM, the internal argument in (28) is attached through the (⊆) case, as in (29).  
 
(29)    VP     
       3   
         (⊆)P                           V 
  3     bin 
N (⊆)     
  ketȓk     e     Kurmanji Kurdish 
   
The interpretation that we impute to the structure in (29) is the one already outlined 
for Punjabi DOM objects, in the sense that the internal argument is treated as a possessor of 
the predicate (included in) V. The alternative is to say that the oblique case in Kurmanji is 
the default case, as Baker and Atlamaz (2013) propose. However note that it is neither a 
morphological default (the morphological default is obviously the absolute form) – nor the 
semantic default (an empty feature matrix), since it can alone support the dative/genitive 
interpretation, as illustrated in section 1.1. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the first part of this article we proposed that oblique complement cases, like dative 
and genitive, have a predicative content. Specifically they introduce an inclusion or 
part/whole relation whereby the DP they attach to is taken to include (hence possess) a local 
DP. We illustrated this point with data from Romanian. We link this analysis of obliques to 
the analysis of ergative alignments, in Punjabi and Kurdish. Our core conclusion with 
respect to the latter is that while progressive sentences have structures where the external 
argument is attached to an Asp verbal layer of structure, in perfect sentences the external 
argument is attached to the main sentential spine via the ergative case, in reality an 
elementary predicate denoting inclusion-of-the event. Perfects denote properties; therefore, 
while they introduce the internal argument of the predication, the external argument can 
only be introduced as an oblique, i.e. ultimately as a possessor, if we take (⊆) to be the 
fundamental characterization of obliques. On the contrary, the progressive aspect 
introduces an eventive organization of the sentence, corresponding to the projection of an 
Asp level of structure. Given these assumptions, we predict the basic shape of the aspectual 
split, whereby the progressive presents a nominative-accusative alignment (i.e. two direct 
cases) – while the perfect presents the ergative alignment (an oblique and a direct case). 
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